GREAT GUARD STEAMSHIP LUSITANIA TOREDDEN AND SUNK

183 AMERICANS LOST, INCLUDING MANY NOTABLE MEN

The Grand White Fleet was torpedoed Friday and Saturday, and 183 Americans were lost, including many notable men. The fleet was anchored in harbor, and all hands were doing duty for the preservation of the fleet.

The vessel was sunk on Sunday, and all hands were doing duty for the preservation of the fleet.

WORLD THE THINKS LUSITANIA

What Francis T. Dahlgren, New York, May 12 — The sinking of the Lusitania was a deep blow to the shipping industry here where many of the ocean liners were registered. A. G. Vanderbilt and others were well known.

The Lusitania was a great ship, and the sinking was a great loss to the shipping industry.

The Lusitania was a great ship, and the sinking was a great loss to the shipping industry.

HOLAND'S DUTCHACH

And the ship's mission was to deliver the news to the world.

The mission of the ship was to deliver the news to the world.

WASHINGTON, D.C., May 12 — The Lusitania was a great ship, and the sinking was a great loss to the shipping industry.

The Lusitania was a great ship, and the sinking was a great loss to the shipping industry.

A great ship, and the sinking was a great loss to the shipping industry.

THE CRITIC ENDS RECORD

Mr. John Smith, Washington, D.C., May 12 — The Lusitania was a great ship, and the sinking was a great loss to the shipping industry.
PRSPERITY COMING

Years Of Prosperity For The Appetizers Of The United States.

It requires no very keen observer of agricultural conditions throughout the world to note that the agricultural markets of the United States have years of great prosperity before them given normal constance in the weather. With a bumper "90" of bread selling at 12 cents in London with bread in Italy, Portugal, and Spain, with the Mexican markets to be seen in the plenti de pinto, and with the harvests in Australia, Germany, Switzerland, Turkey, and Holland with the forests growing, assure copious crops of a grain within its domain, and with 15,000,000 of people to demand, and the people themselves the consumers, there is sure to be no reason to the vigour of the farmers of this country, in the near future.

Now as to the supply. Canada's 40,000,000 wheat lands on the banks of the River St. Lawrence, and her small population means low production, and the United States, with her farmers, are in a position to supply all of Europe and the Far East.

Great Britain's order to Egypt in which she sends her son of the cotton areas to save her from the drain of the United States, and her 20 million persons to feed, and the British market, means less cotton this year from Egypt and more rice for Egypt's own consumption, it signifies nothing for the relief of the hungry in Europe.

Bolivia cannot possibly meet 25 per cent of their demand this season, with the prices now, and the United States, with a population of 100 million persons, and with the Northern Europe, will find 250,000,000 of people, all willing to pay for the produce of this country.

That the farmers of Great Britain are protecting now against the price wars of Europe by the step of the British cabinet for recent or re-employed services to the factories.

Every farmer has drawn $5,000,000 off their farms and Germany, Austria, Italy, and France will each and all of them fall short of the supplies engaged in cultivation.

The shorter season, Holland, Spain, Denmark, Norway, and Sweden, and a shorter season in the Middle East, will be enhanced for the same reason.

To the United States these months of millions of dollars will be forced to look for export this month, and the merchants of death in their own countries, and not in the next five years it will be possible for the war-stricken nations of the world to attain the results of food production of their own past.

The farmers of the United States will be called upon for the supply of the world, and 40,000,000 of the world's food will flow here in the next five years to be paid by the farmers and planters for the products of their lands.

The disposition of our agricultural conditions is the strongest indication of the prosperity in our financial, commercial, and industrial center.

GROUNDED

COTTAGE GROVE

COTTAGE GROVE

Farmers are planting corn in this

Real Estate Agents Of Marion, Kentucky.

Want a nice contract on your farm or city property? We have prospective buyers for both. We also want to take charge of your property that is for rent, for loan after it for you, changing you a small commission.

The people are coming to us on a continual basis. We are interested in the public in the matter. We do not buy any country, we only buy good property in Marion.

Belt & Yates


delicate flavor.

herbaceous, and not so sure about the new.

The climate of life.

It's true, then, that the climate of life is the heart of the thing. It is with the mind and the heart that the best of all.
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Demand the All-Steel Door Frame In Your SILO

Be sure that your Silo has a solid steel backbone in order to prevent bucking or bulging. The All-Steel Door Frame is the cornerstone to the Silo. As is the case with other necessary Silo improvements, the All-Steel Door Frame is found in the SAGINAW ALL-STEEL DOOR FRAME.

Saginaw Silos Doors and Door Openings.
The Saginaw Silo has continuous doors with perfectly tight air tight bearings. The handles are always in the open position. The inside surface of the door is perfectly smooth, so the silage settles evenly. The Saginaw has largest door openings of any Silo. Our Door Openings do not depend on the Silo to hold them in the Open Position. The FASTENER and LEVER is the last word in Silo building. Saginaw Beeters always open and close smoothly and never cause any incident or incident. Silo opening is always next to Saginaw's No uncertainties required. A small but very capable Saginaw opens Saginaw doors.

Watch for next month's Saginaw Silo talk

In the meantime call us or write me a post card asking for the free booklet: "The Building of a Silo." This booklet brings to the hands of every farmer, stockmen and dairymen.

My Phone Number is 501-2 rings, Shady Grove, Ky.

ROSS U. FOX

The Saginaw Silo Man, Shady Grove, Ky.

To Build permanent-Build of Redwood

Let Have A Fair Fight,
The issue of the State-wide publication is without doubt the most important question that has been before the people of the State in recent months. For years men and women have struggled for the betterment of the State, striving to improve its conditions. It is the responsibility of every individual to work for the betterment of the State. To this end, let us strive to improve the conditions of the State, and let us work for the betterment of our State. Let us strive to improve the conditions of our country, and let us work for the betterment of our country.

Piles Curled

If you have a problem with the soil, please visit our website and get the help you need. Our experts are ready to help you.

Dollar Daily

The Dollar Daily is the digital newspaper that offers the best of both worlds. Get the latest news, opinion, and analysis from the most trusted sources in the world. Subscribe today and stay informed.

DE LAVAL Cream Separators

DeLaval cream separators are the latest in dairy technology. They are designed to improve milk quality and increase milk production. They are easy to use and require minimal maintenance.

DE LAVAL Cream Separators

DE LAVAL Cream Separators are time tested.

Optics

Optics is a science that deals with the properties of light and the behavior of light. It is the study of the way light interacts with matter.

DE LAVAL Cream Separators

DE LAVAL Cream Separators are time tested.

SPECIAL TRAIN BEARING NASHVILLE BOOSTERS

Will Reach Marion, Thursday, Thursday, Thursday, this Thursday at 11:05 a.m. At

THEY WANT TO TALK WITH OUR PEOPLE: BIG, LITTLE, OLD AND YOUNG.

Enjoy the show!
GOOD SHOES THE KIND WE SELL ARE NOT FOUND IN EVERY STORE. Perhaps you have found that not yourself and perhaps not. sooner or later you will discover that the next best thing is to buy them from this store. We stand back every pair we sell with an absolute guarantee against all defects, and so you need not be afraid. "The New Styles are All in and They are Beauties. The most pleasing collection we have ever seen and that is saying a good deal. We would like to have you come in and examine our shoes, and you'll realize why we are pleased with our shoes."

If our shoes don't "make good" we do.

Your shoes are not made to serve you for a life time, but to provide you with a style, fit, and service, and we see to it that you get it. The New Styles are All in and They are Beauties. The most pleasing collection we have ever seen and that is saying a good deal. We would like to have you come in and examine our shoes, and you'll realize why we are pleased with our shoes.

If you have any questions, please feel free to ask. We are always happy to help and ensure you are satisfied with your purchase.

YANDELL-GUGGENHEIM CO., Marion, Ky.

Wash Your Children's Heads Weekly

This will prevent lice and other head troubles.

The experienced hairdresser will wash their hair for you.

The hair should be washed with a strong solution of ammonia and then washed with a strong solution of boric acid.

In Memoriam

OUR DEAR FRIENDS: We are sorry to announce the death of our valued customer, Miss Mary Brown. She passed away peacefully in her sleep last night. She will be greatly missed and we extend our deepest sympathies to her family. We will continue to serve you as usual.
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"It's A Long Way To Tipperary"

But it's not far to the place where you can find the best values in clothing, shoes, dry goods and notions. Just come to the Masonic Building WHERE YOU'LL FIND THE BEST

In druggists, rugs, matting, Linoleums and boltcloth for the best price in town.

EXAMINE FOR YOURSELF.

History and undervisit. Silk, baste and notion houses, direct from the factories. Untouched directly from the factories. You get the quality when you buy here.

T. H. Cochran & Co.
Main St., Marion, Ky.
HAD A CRITTENDEN COUNTY MOTHER.

Complimentary Notice of Miss Ruth McWherter’s Work
In Fort Smith.

The Reader knows the State Architect, Pres. H. B. B. stated, in a letter held by Miss Ruth McWherter, director of the city schools at Fort Smith, that the second part of the project consisted of the financial and economic studies and the second part of the project was to make the report to the city authorities.

Ed Baker says the best boats in the world can be made, but they have not yet been made. The river is full of boats.

Uncle Billy Lord is an old-timer in the matter of the river. He says that the river is full of boats, and that the river is full of boats, and that the river is full of boats.

Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery

Are you suffering from any ailment of the ears, nose, throat, or lungs? Does your head ache? Is your nose stuffy? Do you suffer from asthma or other respiratory disorders? If so, Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery is the answer to your problem.

A Full Spread of Electric Novelties.

Keep cool with one of our Fans.

JAS. CLARK JR. Electric Co. Incorporated.
Louisville, Kentucky.

Face shave .10, neck shave .05, hair cut & shave .35

All prices are subject to change without notice.

THE DALLAS-GULF CANAL NOW OPEN

With Tennon Bagia A Series Of Celebrations Of Its Construction

The Defacon, Oklahoma, May 10.

The Dallas-Gulf Connections’ project, which will have an important effect on the states of the Colorado and Arkansas rivers, has been completed. The first of the series will be a celebration of the completion of the work, on the 11th of May, and a series of celebrations, covering the month, will be held in honor of the event. The river is full of boats.

The river is full of boats.

The river is full of boats.

Ten years ago the government undertook the work of construction, and the river is full of boats.
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Hanna's Lusto-Finish

You can give new life to old furniture by using Hanna's Lusto-Finish. It is sold at all hardware stores. Application. Makes all things look new. Get a can today and try it.

Sold by
Moore & Daughtrey